Trent’s range of Commercial Lubricants are designed to exceed the standards and provide the end user with a confidence that only comes from using a top quality product.
**Trent Turbofleve 15w40**

Trent Turbofleve 15w40 is a Super High Performance Diesel Engine Lubricant designed for the tax emission Euro M & Euro V engines. May also be used in passenger cars with both petrol and diesel engines.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **ACEA E2/E3** (Euro 4/5) & **API SL/CF-4**

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **MB 229.3**
- **MAN M2875**
- **Deutz DDC 11-65**
- **VOLVO 9395-3**
- **MTU Type 2**
- **Renault R 12 SL & R 12 D**
- **Cummins CES 20771 - 72 - 76 – 77 - 78**
- **Caterpillar EP 2 & E7F-2**

**Trent 2 Stroke Oil**

**RANGE SAE: 30**

For two stroke engines using Petrol mixture, e.g. motorcycles/mopeds, lawnmowers, portable chain saws (not suitable for diesel engines where WMMA approved TOW oils are required).

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **API CD/EC-TC**

**Trent ATF DEXRON III**

Synthetic based ATF DEXRON III automatic transmission fluid. Designed for use in automatic transmissions of most passenger cars, buses, off-highway construction and military equipment. Extended drain capability helps reduce operating costs.

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Allison C-4 (automatic transmissions)**
- **Allison TES-265-A**
- **Ford SG-82010-A, Ford SG-82010-B, Ford WSP-62195-A**
- **MAN 339-92**
- **MAN 339-92**
- **Mercedes-Benz (automatic transmission)**
- **InhW DAH H55.636.2x (former G 1363) for 120,000 km**
- **ZF TE-M 040 (Marine Transmissions)**
- **ZF TE-M 148 for 60,000 km**
- **ZF TE-M 148 (transmissions of rail vehicles)**
- **General Motors III**

**Trent HD Gear Oil**

**RANGE: SAE 90, SAE 140**

Multi-purpose hypoid gear lubricants containing extreme pressure additives and a very low shelf viscosity index improve in a solvent refined base oil, designed for use in automotive gear boxes and final drives.

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **API GL-5**
- **MIL-L-21050**
- **VW 073.010, 073.16**
- **ZF TE-M 05A, 07A, 12A, 16B/25, 17B, 19B, 21A**
- **Ford GM 101-111-A, SGM-JC-3902-8A**
- **MAD 342**
- **General Motors Pt. No 88 633 370, 85 476**

**Trent Limited Slip 90**

**RANGE: SAE 90w90**

Lubricant for axles equipped with limited slip differentials systems for work-site equipment, agricultural machinery and 4-wheel drive passenger cars. This product may also be used in traditional hypoid axles not equipped with limited slip-axles.

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **API GL-5 LS**

**BENEFITS**
- Prevents noise and vibration under intensive use
- Provides maximum protection of very highly loaded gears and gears subject to shocks
- Excellent compatibility with the friction materials
- Guarantees the high cleanliness of the limited slip discs installed in the axle

**Trent Turbofleve Monograde**

**RANGE: 10w, 20w, 30w, 40w**

Versatile engine oil for high performance diesel engines in commercial vehicles and plant applications, operating under moderate to heavy duty conditions where the use of a monograde oil is preferred. Suitable for use in naturally aspirated, turbo and super charged engines. May also be permitted in petrol engines where API SP performance is specified. Do not use in Detroit Diesel 2-stroke engines where lower ash levels are recommended.

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **API SP/CF-4**
- **Allison C-3 (automatic transmissions)**
- **Caterpillar TO-2 (transmissions)**
- **GM DEXRON II**
- **COC 502, 501, D2**

**Trent Lithium Complex EP 0**

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **API SL/CI-4**
- **ACEA E7/ E5/ E3/ B4/ B3/ A3**

**Trent Lithium Complex EP 2**

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **API SJ/CF-4**
- **ACEA E7/ E5/ E3/ B4/ B3/ A3**

**Trent Lithium Complex EP 00**

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **API CD/SF/CDII**
- **ACEA E7/ E5/ E3/ B4/ B3/ A3**

**Trent EXLC5 Universal Antifreeze**

**MEETS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS**
- **API GL-5**
- **MIL-L-21050**

**Trent Traffic 20**

Concentrated Heavy Duty (TFD) Traffic Film Remover, chassis and engine degreaser. Oils to be recommended rate before using in cold or hot power cleaners.Apply by either brush or through power cleaning equipment.